
Part 3-Element Clusters Title Genre Page

1 /spr/
Dr Sprite
Dr Sprite’s Shopping Spree

VERSE 

‘Talk About’

29

31

2 /str/
Street Party
Strawberry Street Babies

VERSE 

‘Talk About’

34

36

3 /skr/
Scrunchies Extraordinaire
Scrunchie Success

STORY 

‘Talk About’

39

41

4 /spl/
Splendid Parrot
Splendid Parrot Colouring

VERSE 

‘Talk About’

44

46

5 /skw/
Squirrel Gliders
Squirrel and Squirrel Glider 
Colouring

STORY 

‘Talk About’

49

51

Part 2-Element Clusters Sonority Di�erences Title Genre Page

6 /sm/ 2
Saving Smileys
Smashing Smoothies

STORY 

‘Talk About’

54

56

7 /sn/ 2
Snowy the Snappy Dresser
Snake Colouring

STORY 

‘Talk About’

59

61

8 /fl/ 3
Flynn and Flo
Flower Shop

STORY 

‘Talk About’

64

66

9 /fr/ 3
Frank from Fresno
Frank’s Famous Fruit Shop

VERSE 

‘Talk About’

69

71

10 /θr/ 3
Three Kind Mice
Three

VERSE 

‘Talk About’

74

76

11 /sl/ 3
Grass Karting
A Slippery Slope

STORY 

‘Talk About’

79

81

12 /ʃr/ 3
The Piping Shrike
Shrike Attack

STORY 

‘Talk About’

84

86

13 /bl/ 4
Veronika’s Blimp
A Blimp Adventure

VERSE 

‘Talk About’

89

91

14 /br/ 4
Brush Tail Possum
The Browns of Brightwater

STORY 

‘Talk About’

94

96

15 /dr/ 4
Dragon Dancers
The Nine-dragon Dance

STORY 

‘Talk About’

99

101

16 /gl/ 4
Glass Treasures
Gloucester Glassmakers

STORY 

‘Talk About’

104

106

17 /gr/ 4
Gridlock African Style
African Odyssey

STORY 

‘Talk About’

109

111

18 /sw/ 4
Sweet
Lots of Swans

VERSE 

‘Talk About’

114

116

14

Alliterative Stories Index
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Structure of the Pack

This pack includes five sections per cluster:

1. Story or Verse 

First, an illustrated alliterative story, for example, Flynn and Flo, on page 

64 that has /fl/ 40 times; or an illustrated alliterative verse, for example, Dr 

Sprite, on page 29 which has /spr/ 14 times. It is suggested that when a 

new target is introduced the clinician starts by reading the story or verse 

to the child, preferably with a parent present. Following the reading of the 

story or verse the clinician talks about it, weaving in additional repetitious 

input, and involving parent and child. For instance, for Flynn and Flo the 

clinician might fuel their interest and creativity, triggering language play 

(Crystal, 1996) by saying something like, ‘Oh no, Flo! Not more flip-flops! 

Not more flop flips!’ 

2. Pictures and Words 

Second, there are pictures and words for the cluster in question, for 

example, springer, spread, sprig, spray, sprout and sprinkle for /spr/ on 

page 30. These words can be used for input activities such as listening 

and judgement of correctness, and output activities including production 

practice. 

3. Talk About 

Third, there is a Talk About picture, for example, Dr Sprite’s Spring 

Shopping Spree for /spr/, on page 31. There is a script for guidance for 

each Talk About picture for clinicians and parents who do not find it easy, 

or who do not wish to extemporise. As with the stories and verses the 

idea here is for the child to hear the target in an alliterative context many 

times. 

4. Listening Lists 

Fourth, there are listening lists with the cluster in the word initial position, 

for example, sprite, sprite, sprout, sprat, sprig, spree, spray, sprain, sprint, 

spring, etc. for /spr/ on page 32, and the cluster in near minimal pair words, 

for example, spite-sprite, spout-sprout, etc. and prat-sprat, prig-sprig, etc. 

also on page 32. 

5. Word Pairs 

Fifth and finally, there are pictured word pairs (e.g., spout-sprout, spat-

sprat and Spain-sprain for /spr/ on page 33). Only a few word-pairs are 

provided for each cluster, bearing in mind the findings of Elbert, Powell & 

Swartzlander (1991) who determined that as few as three to five minimal 

pairs were all that were necessary for generalisation to occur. It should 
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be noted that in order to maintain a child’s interest, clinicians might 

sometimes want to use more than five word pairs and these are available 

from various sources including Black Sheep Press and www.speech-

language-therapy.com. 

Unusual Words

The inclusion of novel words is deliberate and intended to encourage 

‘discussion’, giving adults opportunities to say target words more frequently 

to a child in the process of explanation. In devising this pack, the value of low 

neighbourhood density (unusual) words (Storkel, Armbruster & Hogan,

2006) and high frequency words as targets (Storkel & Morrisette, 2002) was 

taken into account.

Phonemic Awareness

This pack is intended for use in intervention with children with SSD. The 

stories and other activities may also be applied in working with school-aged 

children with speech and phonemic awareness di�culties, and with children 

with phonological awareness di�culties in general (Gillon, 2002, 2005;

Hesketh, 2009; Hesketh, Dima & Nelson, 2007; Hesketh, Nightingale & Hall, 

2000; Neilson, 2009).

Homework

Homework provides children with practice, reinforcement and opportunities 

to generalise new skills, and allows families to generalise ‘teaching skills’ 

learned in therapy sessions (Bowen & Cupples, 2004). Engaging in activities 

independently, without the therapist, has the potential to empower families 

to experiment with them, creating new learning opportunities in natural 

contexts. As parents’ knowledge and awareness of speech acquisition 

processes increase, and they gain in confidence, most will innovate, with 

some initiating appropriate ‘next steps’ in intervention. When homework 

guidelines are general and not prescriptive or laid out in too much detail, the 

homework itself is conducive to internal development, so parents can tailor 

it to their family activities, and to the child’s interests and preferences. In this 

way, homework often takes on the family ‘stamp’ in addition to the clinician’s 

‘style’, influencing the form of therapy sessions in dynamic and interesting 

ways, and letting the adults involved construct activities the child enjoys and 

is responsive to.
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Cluster Screener: Monosyllabic-Word Imitation Task

Name:                                                                                                                                                         

The clinician models the word for the child to imitate and transcribes the child’s production. Have the

child repeat the CCV and CCCV words of interest in the left hand column first, then the CCVC and CCCVC 

words of interest in the right hand column.

Cluster Word Target Word Target

spr spree spring

str stray strong

skr screw scratch

spl splay splash

skw squaw square

sm smew smile

sn snow snap

fl fly flea

fr fry fridge

θ r three thread

sl slow slide

ʃr shrew Shrek

bl blue black

br brew brush

dr dray drum

gl glue glass

gr grey green

sw sway swing

pl ply plane

pr pro price

tr tree trip

kl clue clip

kr cry crane

tw twee twin

kw choir queen

sp spa spot

st sty stone

sk ski scone

Transcription Transcription

Date of Birth:                       Age:                Years                  Months   Test Date:
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know snow

nip snip

snailnail

63 63

63 63

6363

Word Pairs for /sn/
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Frank from Fresno
Frank from Fresno has a shop

Right in front of City Hall.

Looking for the best in fruit and veggies?

Frank from Fresno has it all!

Frozen fruit stacked in the freezer

Frosty frappés in the fridge

Frilly lettuces like green tutus

Fresh fruit salad, ridgy-didge.

Frank’s fruit arrangements won three prizes

at the great Big Fresno Fair

A ‘first’ for a kiwi with frizzy eyebrows

A ‘second’ for a peach with spaghetti for hair

A ‘third’ for a melon frowning at a fruit fly 

Having a swim in Frank’s ginger beer.

Frank’s little fruit shop smells so gorgeous

Ginger and pineapple waft on the breeze,

From apples to peaches, from kiwis to 

watermelons -

Everything you look at you just want to 

squeeze!

/fr/
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fridge fruit

Fresno frog

frillfrappé

70 70

70 70

7070

Pictures and Words for /fr/
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/bl/ 

Veronika’s Blimp

Veronika, a natural blonde, blasts off from Omsk in Russia.

Her eyes are black; her lids are blue; her cheeks are pink with blusher.

She’s bought a blimp from Airships Inc. with lifting gas inside.

With friends from her apartment block she’s organised a ride.

The flight is long and they get bored with playing blind man’s buff,

So try Blow Football for a bit until they’ve had enough.  

She blows up forty blue balloons to make the blimp look pretty

For two new blokes who join the crew in downtown New York City.

The helium is nearly gone, but Veronika’s not downhearted.

On blue balloons they fly to Omsk and touch down where she started!
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blimp blokes

blue black

blobblow

90 90

90 90

9090

Pictures and Words for /bl/
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A Blimp Adventure
Look, this is Veronika’s blimp. There are three huge bunches of balloons above it and more in 

a basket underneath. I guess they are the forty blue balloons that Veronika blew up to make 

the blimp look pretty! Veronika must like blowing. Here she is, in her big bloomers, with her 

blonde hair tied back, playing blow football. You have to blow, and blow and blow for that! 

Over here are the two blokes from New York, playing Blind Man’s Buff. See his blindfold? 

Way down below the blimp we can see New York in America, and Omsk in Russia. Omsk has 

many beautiful buildings – and look, here is Veronika and her friends’ apartment block. Do 

you think this might be another apartment block over here by the Statue of Liberty? Shall 

we colour all the balloons in blue? How about a blue blimp too?

/bl/ Talk about the picture using the following text as a guide. 

The aim is for the child to hear (but not say) the /bl/ words many times.
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Near Minimal Pairs

Listening List

/bl/

blue

blip

black

blaze

bliss

blow

blob

blank

bleak

bloke

blot

bloomers

blimp

blind

blonde

boo - blue

bow - blow

back - black

bob - blob

boom - bloom

lip - blip

low - blow

lot - blot

limp - blimp

loom - bloom
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boo blue

bow blow

blackback

93 93

93 93

9393

Word Pairs for /bl/
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grass grin

grip grow

grapegroup

110 110

110 110

110110

Pictures and Words for /gr/
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African Odyssey

These cheeky vervet monkeys are with an elephant, a giraffe and a zebra, watching the Greek 

tourists. They are all sheltering from the rain beside the great grey-green, greasy Limpopo River, 

and one of the Greek tourists is taking pictures of them. The Greek Tours’ safari vehicle is on the 

gritty gravel road, and grubs are hiding on the ground in tufts of grass. The vehicle carries a Greek 

flag and has a sign that reads, ‘Great Tours from Greece’. They have come a great distance on their 

grand tour. The tourists are sharing bunches of green grapes, graviera cheese, grape juice and grain 

bread. They are right next to a sign that says, ‘Great Grey-green, Greasy Limpopo River’ and watch 

as raindrops splash into the grey-green water. The driver of the safari vehicle seems to be missing. 

Let’s hope nothing grim or gruesome has happened to her.

/gr/ Talk about the picture using the following text as a guide. 

The aim is for the child to hear (but not say) the /gr/ words many times.
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row grow

ray grey

grubrub

113 113

113 113

113113

Word Pairs for /gr/
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